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Sun Serenity

steals the show
Cayman Kai beach home exudes contemporary West Indian coastal chic
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Sun Serenity was also shortlisted for the
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2017 Cayman Islands Governor’s Award

The luxury residence Sun Serenity is

for Design and Construction Excellence.

not only amongst the most stunning

The elegant home, which boasts island-

properties in the Cayman Islands but has

inspired décor, is a fine example of the

been voted as one of the best in the world.

calibre of modern houses which makes the

Just steps away from the powdery

Cayman Islands such an attractive place

white sand of Cayman Kai on Grand

for property investment.

Cayman’s quiet northern shore, the six-

“It was amazing to be recognised on such

bed villa is close to the popular chill-out

a massive global scale by an illustrious group

spot of Rum Point Club.

of our peers, who see exceptional homes

Recently built by on-island developers

all the time and really have to be incredibly

Encompass, the house won the prestigious

impressed to bestow such an honour,” says

2017 International Property Development

Tracey Kline, who runs Encompass with

Award for Best Single Residential Property

husband Eric. “We’re super-proud that

in the World, having earlier topped the

our little island has been given such an

regional heats.

internationally acclaimed award.”

Sun Serenity won
the prestigious
2017 International
Property
Development
Award for Best
Single Residential
Property in the
World, having
earlier topped the
regional heats.
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The couple designed Sun Serenity with
an

elegant-yet-relaxed,

contemporary

coastal concept celebrating Cayman’s
West Indian architectural influences.

areas, covered porches, high ceilings,
plank flooring, and a first-floor stuccoed
exterior with second-level plank-siding.
Complementing

this

deference

to

The result is a 7,800 square-foot villa

island heritage are the colours and

that includes two spectacular pavilion

textures selected for the high-end fixtures,

suites with vaulted, beamed ceilings, that

finishings, furniture and artworks.

are each surrounded on three sides by

“We were definitely inspired primarily

glass to highlight the amazing 180-degree

by the sand and sea, but we wanted it to be

views of Stingray City and the Sandbar in

the muted version that you get when the

North Sound.

sun is low in the mornings and afternoons,

Other features include an expansive

which pull more to the soft grey-greens

entertainment deck with a sunken summer

and seafoam-blues as opposed to the

kitchen and a 70-feet beach-front pool that

bright high-noon shades of aqua and

spans the entire length of the property, as

white,” says Tracey.

well as a swim-up bar, recessed bar stools,
and water-immersed loungers.

The Klines also chose gorgeous Kauri
wood porcelain tiles in shades of soft blue,

There is also a rooftop terrace from

grey, and white, which provided a strong

which to watch Cayman’s flaming sunsets

jump-off point from which to build the

or to enjoy the panoramic vistas around

colour palette in the rest of the house.

the island.
West

“We wanted to weave in small accents
details

of wood that gave an indirect nod to

include metal hip roofs, outdoor living

driftwood, so we incorporated taupe
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Indian

architectural

and grey wood elements in some of the
cabinetry, feature walls, beams and ceiling
treatments to warm up the spaces, and
ground them for a comfortably elegant
feel,” Tracey adds.
Large expanses of glass windows,
doors, and walls let the natural light
flood inside, and maximise Sun Serenity’s
breathtaking views.
“We also wanted the arrival experience
to be extremely special from the moment
you enter the home,” says Tracey. “That
is why we chose to go with a two-storey
living room spanning up through the
ceiling beams as far as to the third-floor
mezzanine rooftop access to give a great
sense of volume and allow light to spill
down throughout the heart of the home.”
The centre of the house comprises an
open-plan kitchen, living room and bar,
which all flow seamlessly, with sensational
views of the sea.

Large expanses
of glass windows,
doors, and walls
let the natural
light flood inside,
and maximise
Sun Serenity’s
breathtaking views.
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Once guests drag their eyes away from

luxurious bedroom and the awe-inspiring

the outside scenes, they are likely to be

sea sights. The home is also designed

smitten by the sleek, white, glossy chef’s

so that no bedroom wall is shared with

kitchen, and the sun-dappled living room

another bedroom, ensuring maximum

in soothing blues, greens, and greys.

privacy, while a special children’s suite can

One of the most striking features of this
space is the chandelier that illuminates the
living room with sparkling indirect light.

the family.
The house is also tech-savvy with a

“We call it the Champagne chandelier

docking-cove along the entire wall of the

as it literally looks like bubbly flutes of

kitchen. This provides a central spot for

Champagne and it is one of the elements

guests to charge their iPods, iPads and

that makes guests gasp in admiration,”

phones, avoiding the countertop chaos of

says Tracey.

devices clamouring for position.

Another beautiful accent piece is the

Artwork has a sea-life theme and

turquoise-coloured drinks bar in a material

includes a statement Guy Harvey stingray

called ThinkGlass.

sculpture gracing the kitchen wall.

“We wanted [it] to pay homage to the

Sun Serenity is currently offered as a

clean, clear aqua tone of the lustrous

vacation rental house, which Tracey says is

Cayman Caribbean Sea so that it had a

an investment chosen by many owners of

water-esque vibe,” Tracey explains.

property on the island.

The glass-walled dining space also

“Even when the real estate sales market

opens to blend the indoor and outdoor

is struggling, the rental market in Cayman

living areas, turning the property into a

always manages to continue to draw

quintessential beach house, distinguished

high-net-worth guests to enjoy its many

by its modern-chic character.

charms,” she says. “So, a fixed asset not

Built
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accommodate six younger members of

to

accommodate

multi-

only provides substantial opportunity

generational families, or couples, the

for personal use and enjoyment, but also

home was specifically built without a

cash flows. This simultaneously offers the

master suite. Instead, there are four

upside of being an appreciable tangible

ocean-front king suites of a similar size so

asset and is without question the ‘best of

that everyone can enjoy the comforts of a

both worlds’ scenario.”

